Conference Announcement

IRISH MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 1993 MEETING

The annual Irish Mathematical Society Meeting will be held on 2-3 September 1993 at University College Cork. At this time, the following invited speakers have agreed to attend and the titles of their talks are appended:

J. W. Bruce, Department of Mathematics, University of Liverpool. "Whatever happened to calculus?"

Rod Gow, Department of Mathematics, University College Dublin. "Integral lattices and their automorphism groups"

Frank Hidcutt, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Limerick. "The thermocline equations and aspects of the dynamics of the North Atlantic Ocean"

Gerard J. Murphy, Department of Mathematics, University College Cork. "Töplitz operators"

J. Philip O'Kane, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University College Cork. "Mathematicians - do we need them?"

Philip J. Rippon, Department of Mathematics, Open University. "A Mandelbrot set for piecewise linear mappings"

J. Brian Twomey, Department of Mathematics, University College Cork. "The teaching and presentation of mathematics" (short lecture followed by discussion)

At a later stage we will advertise the full list of speakers and their talk titles over the MATHDEP@IRLEARN electronic bulletin board. As well as invited speakers, we also solicit a limited number of submitted talks, each of 20 minutes duration. If you are interested in presenting such a talk, please send a title and abstract (100-200 words) to the organizers by 31 May. We will let you know by 15 June if we have been able to schedule your talk at the Meeting.

We plan to open the Meeting at approximately 1100 on Thursday 2 September and to close it at approximately 1600 on 3 September, so that participants travelling from other Irish institutions may only need to spend one night away from home.

Information on local accommodation is available from the organizers.

If you plan to attend this Meeting, please inform the organizers by 15 August, sending your name, affiliation and expected dates of arrival and departure.

Please communicate with either of us preferably by email. We can also be reached by post at Department of Mathematics, University College Cork, Cork, Ireland.

Telephone: + 353 - 21 - 276871 extension 2540 (Department secretary) Fax: + 353 - 21 - 272642 (include "Mathematics Department" in address page).

Pat Fitzpatrick (fitzpat@bureau.ucc.ie)
Martin Stynes (stynes@bureau.ucc.ie)